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Modern Phonology and the Teaching of Latin"

Linguistics can he brought to the foreign language cias

room both implicitly and explicitly. Implicit applications of

linguistics are those that guide the general methods and approaches

of the language teacher and dictate some particulars such as the

order of presentation of material and the organization of language

facts that must be mastered by the student in order to handle a

given aspect of the target language. The student is only inci-

dentally, if at all, aware of these applications of linguistics.

Linguistics can also be used explicitly in the teaching of

foreign languages to essentially mature students. The explicit

application of linguistics is a practice less well understood by

language teachers than implicit use and so I will offer such guide-

lines as these:

1. The study of the phenomenon of human language itself is

a proper, though clearly se ondary, part of the material

io be presented to students in a foreign language course.

Any linguistic insight introduced must be concretely

related to the language material the student is expected

to master.

3 A linguistic insight is not appropriate to the foreign

language classroom if, in an absolute sense, the

difficulty of conceptualization it involves is beyond

the typical student.

A linguistic excursus is inappropriate if there is very
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Only linguistic explanations that are proportionate

in complexity to the material they purport to explain

should be adduced.

6. Linguistic insights that are certain to have long

range usefulness for the student may be introduced

before their total utility is apparent to the learner.

The language teacher, the applied linguist, should

emphasize language principles, as opposed to particu-

larized facts.

"Gimmicks" or mnemonic devices as such are not proper

to the practice of applied linguistics.

Although 1 will not make further reference to these prin-

ciples, they guide my discussion of the application of linguistics

to the teaching of Latin verb paradigms which is the immediate

purpose of this paper. 1 will limit my attention to the forms of

the present active system. There can be little doubt in the minds

of those who have taught this material that for most students

attempts to learn these paradigms result in perceived versions

that are initially and duratively both jagged and blurred. The

beginning student's difficulty in coming to grips with tnis central

feature of Latin grammar accounts for much early attrition in

first year Latin courses.

The five tense/mood paradigms that are based on the present

stem or ti,- perfective stem, as it often called - -as opposed

to the L e stem or the perk ip_it, .pie in construc

tion .ome form of esse- -arc ,ent, future, and im-

perfect indicative and the present and imperfect subjuctive. 1



will deal with these inflectional categories over five classes

of Latin verbs, including those designated verbs of the

third conjugation.' I have shown that these Latin verbs con-

stitute a distinct conjugation in a paper (Eleric 1977)

which presents the more theoretical underpinnings of the mat-

erial to be discussed here. See Sadler (1973) also.

For purposes of this paper I wish to deal with the phono-

logical and morphological aspects of the above mentioned verbal

paradigms in .n explicit but not rigorously formal fashion. In

this way, the material I present can be used immediately, with

little or no modification in beginning Latin classes.

The Latin verbal paradigms that follow are displayed in

dual representations. The first will, in all likelihood, appear

somewhat exotic to the non-linguist. These are underlying re-

presentations and they constitute a theory as to how native

speakers of Latin structured the given material in their lin-

guistic unconsciousness. You will note that there is much more

paradigmatic regularity evident in the underlying forms than in

the forms that are manifested and.to which we have direct access.

On the following pages I will present and discuss the

underlying forms of the various paradigms of the present active

system and in addition, the regular phonological rules that re-

concile the underlying representations with the attested forms.

I can, I believe, demonstrate that much of the complication

that apps these for--
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Present indicat c Active

ama-o mone-o duce-o aucli-6 capi-6

ama-s mone-s duce-s audi -s capi-s

ama-t mone-t duce -t audi-t capi-t

ama-mus mon6-mus dace-mus audi-mus capi-mus

ama-tis mone-tis
_

duce -tis audi-tis capi-tis

ama-nt mone-nt dike-I:int audi-unt capi-unt

All underlying forms of the present indicative active consist of

a stem followed by a person number ending The stems end in one

of five vowels; a, 6, e, i, i. The person number endings are the

same for all classes except those for the third person plural,

which is marked by -nt or -tint. -nt occurs after d- and - and

-ant occurs after e-, 1-, and i-. This pattern of occurrence will

be evidenced in other tenses and moods of the Latin verb system.

al-n6 moneo duc6 audi6 capi6

amas mon6s &kis audis capis

amat monet ducit audit capit

amamus mon6mus dicimus audimus capimus

amatis monetis ducitis auditis capitis

arrant monent ducunt audiunt capiunt

The forms of the present active indicative as they are manifested

show the effects. of the application of a number of rules of

"phonetic reconciliation." These rules have wide applicability

throughout Latin and so should be learned early. These rules

are of three basic types: those that delete vowels, those that

shorten vowels and those that change one vowel to another. There

are nine rules in the extended set. Those presented here are

numbered in accordance with their place in the total set of rules.



1. a is deleted before o or e. (ama-o/amo)

2. Original e is deleted before a long back vowel o, u)

(dace-o/dUco; dace-ant/dacunt). The second a of dace-ant

will be shortened by a later rule.

4. A long vowel is shortened before another long vowel.

(audi-o /audio; a-dI-ant/audiunt; mon6-6/moneo

A vowel is shortened before final t.

(ama-t/amat; mono-t/monet; audi-t/audit) c.f. amatur

7. A vowel is shortened before nt.

(All third person plural forms)

8. e is raised to i when it follows the stressed syllable and

is itself followed by a consonant other than r.

(duce- s /ducis; dace-t/daeit; dlice-mus dacimus; dace-tis/dacitis)

ama-be-o

amd-be-s

ama-be-t

ama-be-mus

ama-be-tis

ama-be-unt

Future Indicative Active

mone-be-o

mone-be-s

mone-be-t

dace-d-m

dace-6-s

dace-6-t

none -be -gnus duce-e-mus

mone-e-tis dace-6-tis

mono-be-ant duce--nt

audi-a-m

audi-6-s

audi -e -t

audi-6-mus

audi-6-tis

audi-6-nt

capi -a -m

capi-6-s

capi-6-t

capi-6-mus

capi -e -tis

capi-&-nt

Except for the present indicative, the forms of other tenses and

moods of the Latin present .system consist of a stem followed by

a tense /mood augment and then a person number ending. For th(-

future, the tensr,/_ood augment shows some complication

and distribution_ Fortunately, all other tens /mood au p,r

more consistent. The sign of the future for the ist and 2nd con-

jugations is -be-. For the other three conjugations a single

6



long vowel, -a- in the first person singular and in the

other persons and numbers, marks the future.

The person number endings are similar to those for the

present indicative. Note however that the first person singular

ending is variable, -6 in the 1st and 2nd conjugations and -m

elsewhere. Note also that the third person plural endings follow

the pattern in the present indicative,

... .. --amabo monebo ducam

amabis monebis duc6s
_ __

amabit monebit duvet

amabimus monebimus d5c6mus
-_ .

tiamabi s mon6bitis duc6tis

amabunt monebunt docent

-nt after e- and -unt after

audiam capiam

audi6s capiis

audiet caplet

audimus capiemus

audiitis capitis

audient sapient

Many of the rules of phonetic reconciliation thac specify the

manifested forms are already familiar to you from the discussion

of the present indicative.

2. Original e is deleted before a long back vowel 0,

ma-L, E } /am oo; ama-be-unt amabunt; mon6-be-6/mon6b6;

mone-be-unt/montlbunt)

The first of two vowels of the same quality is deleted if

the second is long.

(d6c0-6 s/dik6s; duce-6f dncet; d6ce-6-mus/dac6mus; duce-e tis/

(hic;tis; duce -6-nt/dUcent)

4. A long vowel is shortened before another long vowel.

(audi-a-m/audiam and all other future forms of the 4th conjuga-

tion)
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5. A long vowel is shortened before final m.

(duce-a-m/dlicam; audi-a-m/audiam; capi-a-m/capiam)

A long vowel is shortened before final t. (All third singular

forms)

7. A long vowel is shortened before nt. (All third plural forms)

8 e is raised to i when it follows the stressed syllable and is

itself followed by a consonant other than r.

(ama-be-s/amabis; ama-be-t/amabit; ama- be- mus /amabimus;

ama-be-tis/amabitis and corresponding persons and numbers in

2nd conjugation verbs.)

Imperfect Indicative Active

ama-aba-m
_

mone-eba-m duce-6ba-m audi-6ba-m capi-6ba-m

ama-aba-s
_

mone-eba-s duce-6ba-s audi-eba-s capi-6ba-s
_ _. _

ama-aba-t mone-eba-t duce-eba-t audi-6hu-t capi-5ba-t

ama-aba-mns mon6-6ba-mus duce -6ba-mns audi-6ba-mus capi-6ba-mus

ama-aba-tis mone-6ba-tis dike-eba-tis audi-'6ba-t s

ama - aba -nt mon6-(7q1a-nt duce - ba. -nt audi-eba-nt capi-6ba-nt

The forms of the imperfect indicative follow the pattern of stem-

tense/mood augment-person number ending. The augment -aba-

after seems ending in a- and -eb - after stems ending in any

other vowel. The person number endings follow a regular pattern

with -m in the first person singular and

plural, the expected form after a-.

-nt for the third person

amabam monebam duc6bam audi6bam capi6btl

amabas monebas diac6bs audfebas capi6ba

amabat monebat duc6bat audiamt cap =.h

amabamus monebamus duc6bamus audi6bamus capi6bamus

amabirtis monebatis duc6batis audi6bitis eapibatis

amabant monebant duc6bant audiebant capi6bant
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The underlying forms are reconciled with the manifested forms

by the operation of the following rules, all of which are

familiar from previously studied material.

3. The first of two vowels of the same quality is deleted if the

second is long.

ama-aba- /amabam and all other 1st conjugation forms;

mon6-iba-m/monbam and all other 2nd conjugation forms;

duce-6ba-m/d5ciAam and all other 3rd conjugation forms)

A long vowel is shortened before another long vowel.

(aud1-6ba-m/audi6bam and all other forms of the 4th conjuga-

tion)

S. A long vowel is shortened before fingl m.

(ama-aba-m/amabam and all other rst person singular for

6. A long vowel is shortened before final t.

(awi-aba-t/a-abat and all other third

7. A long vowel is short :tied before nt.

-son singular forms

(ama-aba-nt/amabant and all other third person plural forms)

Present Subjunctive Active

ama-6-m mon-a-m duce-a-m aud-a-m capi-a-mi

ama-e-s mone-a-s diice-a-s audi-a-s cani-a-s
_

ama-e-t tone -a-t duce -a =t audi-a-t capi-a-t
_

am mon6-a-mus duce-a-mus audi-a-mus capi-a-mus

ama-e-tis mone-a-tis dtice-a-tis audi-a-tis cani-a-tis

mon6-a-nt capi-a-ntama-e-nt diice-a-nt audi-a-nt

The tense /mood augment for the present subjunctive is -6- for

stems ending in a- and -a- for stems ending in 6-, e-, i -, i -.

is sometimes called an "opposite vowel" distribution. The
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person number endings are -m for the first person singular and

-nt, as expected after a- or for the third person plural.

The other person numbers have the invariable forms found through-

out the present active system.

amem moneam ducam audiam cap iam

auras moneas ducks audias capias

amet moneat ducat audiat capiat

amemus monea'nus ducamus audiamus capiamus

amens moneatis ducatis audiatis capiatis

ament moneant decant audiant capiant

All of the rules of phonetic reconciliation are familiar from

previous paradigms.

1. a is deleted before o or

(amp.-e-miamem, and all other forms of the 1st conjugation)

2. An original e is deleted before a long back vowel (a, 0, u).

(duce- a- m /ducam and all other forms of the third conjugation)

4. A long vowel is shortened before another long vow,1

(mon-a-mhooneam and all other persons and numbers of the 2nd

conjugation.) (audi-a-m/audiam and all other forms of the

4th conjugation.)

A long vowel is shortened before final m.

(All first person singular forms)

6. A long vowel is shortened before final t.

(All third person singular forms)

7. A long vowel is shortened before nt.

(All third person plural forms)
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ama-re-m

ama-re-s

ama-re-t

ama-re-mus

ama-re-tis

ma -re -nt

Imperfect Subjunctive Active
_

.none -re-m dice -r&-m audi-r6-m
_ _

,none -re-s duce-re-s audi-r6-s

mone-re-t chke-r6-t audi-r6-t
_ _

mone-re-mus dtice-re-mus audi-re -mus

mon-re-tis duce-r6-tis audi-r6-tis
_ _ _ - _

none -re -nt duce-re-nt audi-re-nt

capi-re-m
-

capi-re-s

capi-r&-t

capi-r-mus

capi- re -tis

capi-re-nt

The tense/augment for the imperfect subjunctive is consistently

-re-. The person number marker for the first person singular is

-m and that for the third plural is the expected -nt, since all

augmented stems end in 6-. The other person /number material con-

sists of the invariable forms.

amarem

amares

amaret

amaremus

amaretis

amarent

_

monerem
_ _

moneres

moneret

mon6r6mus

moner6tis
_

monerent

ducerem

diker6s

duceret

duceremus

ch-Icertis

ckherent

audirem

audir6s

audiret

audir6mus

qudirtis

audirent

caperem

caperes

caperet

caperemus

caper6tis

capefent

The following runes apply to produce the manifested forms.

5. The long vowel is shortened before final m.

(All first singular forms)

6. A long vowel is shortened before final t.

(All third singular forms)

7. A long vowel is shortened before nt.

(All third plural forms)

9 i is lowered to e when it follows the stressed syllable and

when it preceeds r.

(All persons and numbers of the fifth conjugation)

11
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This last rule also 7 -r!s the present infinitive

capi- re /capere, causing it to coincide with that of the third

conjugation and thereby giving rise to the ic:ig standing con-

fusion with respect to the status of verbs of the ca ere class.

Teachers of classics are among the most committed in

our schools and universities. They are dedicated to their well-

founded belief that knowledge of classical languages and

classical culture represents the kind of:solid intellectual

capital that our students need more of. And they are dedicated

to transmitting their knowledge to new generations of students.

But one thing they should not be committed to is the mode of

linguistic analysis that in classical times and even into the

19th century set the style for language descriptions. Our

standard accounts of Latin and Greek grammar reflect this style.

Today we simply know more, in quantum amounts, about language

than did our predecessors. In this paper I have shown how

modern phonological analysis can be used to clarify some rather

murky inflectional waters. I urge teachers of Latin to employ

modern reanalyses of Latin phonology and syntax as they become

available in the coming years. We must do all that is possible

to provide our students with the indispensable tool for classical

studies which is, of course, competence in the classical languages

themselves.

Charles Elerick
University of Texas
at El Paso
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